EFFECT OF LASER TREATMENT MODES ON METAL SURFACE MARKING COLOR
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ABSTRACT

The laser beam marking process is considered to be a subject to important scientific research. In this area, there are insufficiently studied problems and concepts requiring their experimental validation and determination of the solutions. Upon laser action, the effect of metal surface coloration can be caused by different processes. The most probable is formation of thin oxidic films, although formation of the other compounds is not unlikely as well [1–2]. Under actual values of luminous flux density, however, scanning with laser beam results in occurrence of regular surface roughness. Therefore, the analysis of diffraction effect impact on the image color is also necessary [3–4]. The color images on the metal surface were assessed based on range of colors RAL “Reich Ausschlußfarben,” however, the color space is divided to ranges with identification of each color by its unique index number. When doing research of the metal surface composite regular relief [5] obtained using laser marker, the research results demonstrated that change of surface roughness values according to change of the surface laser treatment mode, changes the specimen metal surface coloration drastically.

Introduction

Owing to actively carried out research in the area of laser beam marking, it acquired the status of competitive, promising and dynamically developing technological trend. The laser beam marking is one of the most precision and reliable modern method for counterfeit protection of products and application of the other required information on the output products [7–9].

Using high-quality laser beam marking, each product unit produced by the enterprise is kept strict record [10–12]. Herewith, the control of products is kept not only inside the enterprise but after its selling as well. The laser beam marking application on the metal products is extremely important and is necessary in such industries as instrumentation design, aircraft industry, automotive industry, when manufacturing various tools, etc. [13–15]. Herewith, it is a very important fact that the image in applied on the metal surface with high precision and with no mechanical effect on the product [16]. Due to reaching the laser beam diameter diffraction limit practically, an option for treated area reduction appeared. During various information application on the produced part, you manage to avoid the surface significant deformation [16, 17].

The color laser beam marking of the metal surfaces expands the laser beam marking application opportunities substantially. Such “color” version of the laser beam marking and engraving can be useful, in particular, in industrial production (application of color logos on the output products to exclude possibility for counterfeit and damage), in advertising business (promotional merchandise, advertising cards, instrument panels), jewellery making, decorative and applied arts, etc. The laser impulse action allows for forming the image on the metal surfaces in full colors [18].

Sometimes, due to process specifics, the laser beam marking of of mass production items must be apprehensible for maintenance personnel without the instrumentation. For example, the in-line assembly is performed in a number of industries within the strict space and time framework and the issue on one and the other part correct application requires very fast response. In such cases the color laser beam marking is indispensable.

The only restriction for wider method application is inadequate predictability of obtained color as a result of irradiation. The factors of impact on the process of obtaining the color image on the metal surfaces are explored relatively a little and narrow specific, and, therefore, they require further research for identification, systematization and determination of interaction for these factors. The most of modern research on this issue is concentrated on experimental study of well-defined conditions for obtaining one or the other color on the surface of steels and alloys [19].

Task setting

Upon laser action on the metal surfaces, the composite periodic relief is formed. As a result of research, it was identified that the surface represents the “scores” obtained as a result of the laser beam passing on the metal surface during “coloration” of the spot under its action.
At the same time, the build-ups on the spot of action are formed on the metal surface. The build-ups are developed as a result of metal boiling, thus, forming the surface composite relief during laser irradiation [20]. It can speak to the fact that visually perceptible coloration relates not only to the occurrence of discoloration and interference in thin films, but it may also be the result of diffraction, i.e. joint occurrence of several processes in parallel. In this connection, the process of color formation during laser beam marking is quite complicated, which assumes necessary to conduct further research [21].

**Work objective:** research on effect of factors capable to cause the diffraction effect on the image color during laser beam marking.

**Methods and materials**

In the course of our research the metal materials with different thermal and physical characteristics were selected: steel 12Kh18N10T (12X18H10T); brass L63 (J63); steel 08 with the coating applied by galvanic chromizing, etc. In this paper, the results for stainless steel only are given, as they can be compared to the data on this steel marking earlier obtained by the other researchers.

The stainless steel surface areas having contrast colors as a result of laser beam marking with different parameters were used as the objects under study. For applying color image on the pilot metal plates, the pulse optical fiber laser version YLP-Fu HansLaserMars Model 20J with the following performance data were used: wave length — 1064 nm; rated output power — 20 W; duration of pulse under frequency 40 kHz — 120 ns; pulse repetition rate — 20–100 kHz; linear beam displacement — 3 mm; laser spot diameter in focus — 30 μm. The used laser engraver operates jointly with the software MarkingSoftware 6.0, which provides an option for setting the required laser treatment mode: geometry parameters, length and width of marked object, laser irradiation parameters, scanning speed, laser beam travel speed, etc.

For assessment of obtained color image, selection of estimation range of colors RAL was made. RAL — one of the most wide-spread and demanded systems for this period. The standard is divided to ranges and any color tone is marked with the RAL prefix and the index number.

In our research, for obtaining certain contrast RAL groups, the laser irradiation parameters were changed: pulse repetition rate, laser irradiation power, laser beam travel speed, etc. Herewith, we obtained various coloration colors: green fern (Group RAL 6025); red-and-orange (Group RAL 2001); black-and-green (Group RAL 6012); golden-and-yellow (Group RAL 1004), etc.

For conducting research, the samples (Fig. 1) from the Group of green (a) and red (b) RAL color range were selected. Visual perception of colors matched with the color image captured with the microscope AxioObserver D1m at ×200 magnification.

Note that the research made with use of the optical microscope is designed only for assessment of the obtained color images using the range of colors. In Fig.1 you can see how the microlrelief produces an effect on the surface coloration.

In the paper, there was no task to obtain direct evidences of the initial material chemical and phase composition effect. The other issue was under study — surface roughness effect on coloration upon laser irradiation action. This issue requires detailed consideration, and the authors plan to do the relative experimental research, for which the corresponding procedures for their conduct were developed. Unfortunately, at present, it is far too difficult to implement these plans due to coronavirus pandemic. The preliminary research using the X-ray diffractometer demonstrated that the oxide films on steel 12Kh18N10T surface occurring, as a result of laser treatment, contain Fe$_3$O$_4$ and NiO$_4$ based on Cr and Ni solutions.

For studied surfaces, the coloration was obtained using the laser irradiation with the parameters given in **Table 1.** When doing research of the metal surface composite regular relief obtained using laser marker, the depth of microroughnesses in differently colored samples was determined. The work was performed using the non-contact profilometer and analysing the image of the surface levels formed by the device from a set of interference images. Due to the method of measurement technological

![Fig. 1. Screenshots obtained using the optical microscope at ×200 magnification: a — “green fern” (Group RAL 6025) sample; b — “red-and-orange” (Group RAL 2001) sample](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Laser irradiation parameters for the samples selected for measurement of roughness parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser irradiation parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$ — pulse repetition rate, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ — laser irradiation power, medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$ — distance between beam passes, mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$ — beam travel speed, mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$ — number of passes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
specification, this equipment does not have destructive effect on the object under study.

**Obtained results and their analysis**

Upon laser action, the effect of metal surface coloration can be caused by different processes. The most probable is formation of thin oxidic films [22], although formation of the other compounds is not unlikely as well. Under actual values of luminous flux density, however, scanning with laser beam results in occurrence of regular surface roughness. Therefore, the analysis of diffraction effect impact on the image color is also necessary [23–24].

The authors used the term “diffraction” to describe the phenomenon occurring when the light wave runs upon an obstacle. The results of the experimental research for effect of the marked metal surface regular roughness parameters on its coloration, following which the effect of the surface microgeometry vertical parameters determining visual perception of the color image obtained upon metal surface laser beam marking, were identified, are given below.

The profilogram given in **Fig. 2**, obtained by non-contact method, differs from the profilogram obtained on the contact devices fundamentally. The non-contact profilometer records the research area, determines the surface roughness parameters and represents the image of the area under research in accordance with the range of color (not shown in the Figure) and the roughness averaged parameters using the computer and the printer. The research area was also was also recorded using the metallographic microscope.

When measuring the samples, two parameters of the surface under research roughness were obtained: $Ra$ and $Rz$:

- $Ra$ — arithmetic mean from the absolute values of the profile deviations within the base length limits, $\mu m$;
- $Rz$ — total of mean absolute values of heights for five largest profile peaks and of five largest profile valleys within the base length limits, $\mu m$.

The obtained roughness measurements for samples are given in **Table 2**.

The roughness values ($Rz$ and $Ra$) of the surfaces under study were measured based on acceptably small areas, threaten the base lines were selected in such way that to consider the surface waviness effect on the roughness values $Rz$ and $Ra$.

It was demonstrated that increase of the height of irregularities by 1.5 times (due to double beam pass with other equal conditions), changes the surface color col-

**Conclusion**

Color laser beam marking is a promising area in enhancing counterfeit protection in different production facilities [24–32]. Such marking of surface for metal products meets the requirements of the applied image quality and durability. This work has confirmed the opinion of many domestic and foreign specialists as to the fact that wide range of factors has an impact on formation of color spectrum on the metal surface upon laser action. The research has demonstrated the effect of the marked metal surface regular roughness parameters on its coloration. The effect of the surface microgeometry vertical parameters, as one of the factors determining visual perception of the color image obtained upon metal surface laser beam marking, was identified. Change in regular relief irregularities depth on the stainless steel surface by 1.5 times changes the surface colorization color completely; herewith, the roughness parameters changed within the range of $Rz = 0.261–0.167 \mu m$ and $Rz = 3.063–1.870 \mu m$.
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